Abstract. In this paper, we introduce the concept of inner product on weak hypervector spaces and prove some results about them.
Introduction
The concept of hyperstructure was first introduced by Marty [3] in 1934 and has attracted attention of many authors in last decades and has constructed some other structures such as hyperrings, hypergroups, hypermodules, hyperfields, and hypervector spaces. These constructions have been applied to many disciplines such as geometry, hypergraphs, binary relations, combinatorics, codes, cryptography, probability, and etc. A wealth of applications of this concepts is given in [1 − 3] and [15] .
In 1988, the concept of hypervector space was first introduced by Scafati-Tallini. She later considered more properties of such spaces. Authors, in [4] and [6 − 11] considered hypervector spaces in viewpoint of analysis. In mentioned papers, authors introduce concepts such as dimension of hypervector spaces, normed hypervector spaces, operator on these spaces and another important concepts. In this paper, we introduce the concept of inner product on a weak hypervector space. Authors in [5] introduced the definition of real inner product on a hypervector space with hyperoperations sum and scalar product over the real hyperfield. We extend this concept to complex inner product for hypervector spaces with usual sum and hyperoperation scalar product on real or complex fields.
Note that the hypervector spaces used in this paper are the special case where there is only one hyperoperation, the external one, all the others are ordinary operations. The general hypervector spaces have all operations multivalued also in the hyperfield (see [15] ). In throughout of this paper assume that X and Y are weak hypervector spaces over a field F .
2. hyperinner product spaces Definition 2.1. ([14] ) A weak or weakly distributive hypervectorspace over a field F is a quadruple (X,+,o,F ) such that (X, +) is an abelian group and o :
The properties 1 and 2 are called weak right and left distributive laws, respectively. Note that the set ao(box) in 3 is of the form ∪ y∈box aoy. Definition 2.2. Let X is a weak hypervector space over F , a ∈ F and x ∈ X. Essential point of aox, that we denote it by e aox , for a = 0 is the element of aox such that x ∈ a −1 oe aox . For a = 0, we define e aox = 0.
Remark 2.3.
Note that e aox is not unique, necessarily. Hence we denote the set of all essential points by E aox . When in this note we use e aox in an equation, we intend is any element of E aox .
Definition 2.4. Let X be a weak hypervector space over F with the following properties 1-
Then X is called normal weak hypervector space.
Lemma 2.5. Let X is a weak hypervector space over F , a, b ∈ F and x ∈ X. Then the following properties hold.
4-If a = 0, then there exists an y ∈ X such that x ∈ E aoy . 5-If X is normal, then E aox is singleton.
Lemma 2.6. Let X be a weak hypervector space over F . X is normal if and only if e a 1 ox + e a 2 ox = e (a 1 +a 2 )ox , ∀x ∈ X, ∀a 1 , a 2 ∈ F, e aox 1 + e aox 2 = e ao(x 1 +x 2 ) , ∀x 1 , x 2 ∈ X, ∀a ∈ F.
Authors in [5] introduced the definition of inner product on a hypervector space with hyperoperations sum and scalar product over the real hyperfield. We restate it for a hypervector space with usual sum and hyperoperation scalar product over the real field.
Definition 2.7.
[5] Let X be a hypervector space over the real field. An inner product on X is a mapping (., .) : X × X → R such that for every a ∈ R and x, y, z ∈ X we have 1-(x, x) > 0 for x = 0; 2-(x, x) = 0 ⇔ x = 0; 3-(x + y, z) = (x, z) + (y, z); 4-(y, x) = (x, y); 5-sup(aox, y) = a(x, y), where sup(aox, y) = {(z, y) : z ∈ aox}.
By the above definition we have the following lemma:
Lemma 2.8. Let X be a hypervector space over the real field. Then sup(aox, y) = (e aox , y), for every a ∈ R and x, y ∈ X.
Proof. Since e aox ∈ aox, we have (1) (e aox , y) ≤ sup(aox, y) = a(x, y).
Since x ∈ 1ox, we have (x, y) ∈ (1ox, y) = (a −1 o(aox), y) and so (2) (x, y) ≤ sup(a −1 o(aox), y) = sup(a −1 oe aox , y) = a −1 (e aox , y). The defined inner product in Definition 3.1 is a real mapping for real hypervector spaces. The existence of essential points and Lemma 3.2 are the motivation of introducing a new definition of inner product for arbitrary hypervector spaces over arbitrary fields such that in real case is equivalent to Definition 3.1.
Next assume that the field F is a real or complex field.
Definition 2.9. An inner product on X is a mapping (., .) : X×X → F such that for every a ∈ F and x, y, z ∈ X we have 1-(x, x) > 0 for x = 0; 2-(x, x) = 0 ⇔ x = 0; 3-(x + y, z) = (x, z) + (y, z); 4-(y, x) = (x, y); 5-(e aox , y) = a(x, y); 6-(u, u) ≤ (x, x) for every u ∈ 1ox. X with an inner product is called a hyperinner product space.
Lemma 2.10. Let (., .) be an inner product on X. Then the following statements are hold.
Proof. 1-(0, x) = (e 0ox , x) = 0(x, x) = 0, (x, 0) = (0, x) = 0. 2-(−x, y) = (e 1o(−x) , y) = (e (−1)ox , y) = −(x, y), (x, −y) = (−y, x) = −(y, x) = −(x, y).
3-(x, e aoy ) = (e aoy , x) = a(y, x) = a(x, y). 4-For every u ∈ aox we have e a −1 ou ∈ 1ox and so (e a −1 ou , e a −1 ou ) ≤ (x, x). This by Part 3 implies that
Theorem 2.11. If X is a hyperinner product space, then X is normal.
Proof. Let x 1 , x 2 ∈ X and a ∈ F . By Parts 3 and 5 of Definition 3.3, for every y ∈ X we have (e aox 1 + e aox 2 , y) = a(x 1 , y) + a(x 2 , y)
= (e ao(x 1 +x 2 ) , y) which implies that (e aox 1 +e aox 2 −e ao(x 1 +x 2 ) , y) = 0. The arbitraryness of y yields e aox 1 +e aox 2 = e ao(x 1 +x 2 ) . To prove the correctness of the second condition in Lemma 2.12 is similar. So the proof is complete.
Lemma 2.12. Let f : X → R be a mapping such that for every x ∈ X, f (x) = (x, x). Then the following properties are hold.
Proof. 1-Obvious. 2-For x = 0, the relation is hold. For
. Thus we have x ≤ (y − e aox , y − e aox ) = (y, y) − (y, e aox ) − (e aox , y) + (e aox , e aox )
which implies the assertion. 3-By 2 we have
which implies the assertion.
4-f
2 (e aox ) = (e aox , e aox ) = aa(x, x) = |a| 2 f 2 (x).
5-By Part 6 of Definition 3.3 we have f (u) ≤ |a|f (x) for every u ∈ aox. This implies that supf (aox) ≤ |a|f (x) = f (e aox ). Since f (e aox ) ≤ supf (aox), we obtain supf (aox) = |a|f (x). Definition 2.13. [14] A norm on X is a mapping . : X −→ R such that for every a ∈ F and x, y ∈ X we have 1-x = 0 ⇔ x = 0 2-x + y ≤ x + y 3-sup aox = |a| x . X with a norm is called a normed hypervector space.
Corollary 2.14. The defined mapping in Lemma 3.6 is a norm on X.
Proof. Part 1, 3 and 4 of Lemma 3.6 together with Definition 3.7 follows the assertion.
